
The beveled body with streamlined LED lights makes the visual perception more comfortable. The 
surface of the product has been finely polished and has an excellent texture.

Higher component integration and new circuit designs result in a smaller footprint.

Brand New Design

The passage width can be freely customized between 550mm to 1300mm according to customer 
needs, and di�erent passage widths can be combined. 

The IPX4 protection features waterproof and moisture-proof, making the product fully usable in 
indoor and outdoor scenarios.

High Flexibility for Different Scenarios 

The product uses a linear Hall electric machine with a high-precision drive algorithm, and the 
operation control accuracy is 200% higher than that of the traditional motor. The product design life 
is at least 8 million opening and closing cycles.

The movement cooperates with self-developed clutch-free strong locking technology to intelligently 
protect against various impacts.

Powerful and Flawless Performance

The product integrates cutting-edge military-grade infrared sensors with high sensitivity and wide 
detection range. Mechanical, infrared and circuit anti-pinch protection ensures pedestrian safety.

A new generation of industrial-grade ARM control system can choose a variety of tra�c modes, 
which can be used by people and motorcycles.

Multiple Technologies Ensure the Safety of Pedestrians

BRING SMART TO YOUR LIFE

JSTZ 3911

Swing Gates

“ An Excellent Pedestrian Gate with High Cost Performance ”
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Communication Interface RS232

Support access prompt, voice prompt and alarm prompt function

Support emergency protection and pedestrian protection functions

Support illegal intrusion alarm, tailgating alarm, conflict alarm and other abnormal alarms

Support multiple access modes: two-way access, free access, controlled access, and prohibited access

More Features

www.jieshun-tech.comwww.jieshun-tech.com export@jieshun.cnexport@jieshun.cn +86- 755-8311 2288+86- 755-8311 2288

*Design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. All information was correct at the time of printing. All company names, 
product names and logotypes are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. ©SHENZHEN JIESHUN SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY CO., LTD. June 2022. All trademarks acknowledged. 

SpecificationsSpecifications

Model Name

Cabinet Material

Gate Material

Passage Width

Product Dimensions

JSTZ3911

1200mm (L) * 200mm (W)* 1000mm (H)

Acrylic or Stainless Steel

SUS304 Stainless Steel

550mm - 1300mm

Switching Speed 1s - 3.5s adjustable

Passing Speed

≥8,000,000 times (opening and closing doors)Lifespan

25 - 30 persons/min

BRING SMART TO YOUR LIFE

DimensionsDimensions

Input Voltage

Operating Temperature

Storage Temperature

Operating Humidity ≤90%, no condensation

-25℃～70℃

AC110V/220V±10%, 50/60Hz

-30℃～75℃

Storage Humidity ≤95%, no condensation

Protection Grade

≤65dBNoise Grade

IPX4


